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Chisholm Institute Wi-Fi – Samsung Galaxy S

The Chisholm Institute Wireless network (Wi-Fi) is a service provided for Students, Staff and Institute Guests. The service offers the ability to connect to the internet without cables in a variety of non traditional locations such as cafeterias etc.

Galaxy S Wi-Fi Settings

1. Open your Phones Setting by pressing the menu button, located on the bottom left of your phone. See (Fig 1)
2. Now that the menu is on your screen, you need to go into the settings option. See (fig 2)
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3. You will now need to enable your Galaxies Wi-Fi. To do this, touch the Wireless and network option. See (Fig 3)
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4. To connect to a wireless network, you need to continue on to the W-Fi settings Tab. See (Fig 4)
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Figure 4

5. Touch the appropriate network. See (Fig 5)

**Note:** Students will need to select the CIT-STUDENT network from the list.
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Figure 5
6. You now need to login using your username and password. Leave all settings as default.
   
   **Identity** = Username (first initial of surname followed by student number)
   Anonymous Identity = Leave blank
   **Password** = password (DDMMYYYY)
   Press Connect
   See (fig 6)
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7. While still inside the Wi-Fi settings tab, Open your Phones Setting by pressing the menu button, located on the bottom left of your phone. See (fig 7)
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Galaxy network Proxy Settings

8. From this new menu select the advanced option. See (fig 8)

9. Select Proxy and enter the following:
   proxy.chisholm.edu.au

10. Select Port and enter the following:
    8080

11. Your Wireless should now be setup and working.